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The menu of Ehrler's Ice Cream from Louisville/Jefferson County metro government (balance) includes 18
menus. On average, menus or drinks on the menu cost about $4.9. The categories can be viewed on the

menu below. What Ulyana K likes about Ehrler's Ice Cream:
Great ice cream shop. I tried some Ehler's ice cream while being at the Louisville Convention Center. It is

apparently pretty popular with the locals, and for good reason. I tried the cookies and cream ice cream, just one
scoop.It was quite good. The portion is fine for the price (which is a little high). The employees were friendly

when serving me as well. It was made quickly and the wait wasn't long.Flavor-wise, ni... read more. The
restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological

limitations, and there is complimentary WLAN. What Jarred Brewster doesn't like about Ehrler's Ice Cream:
Quantity over quality! The ice cream was barely passable and the cone was totally flavorless. The amount of ice
cream made it cumbersome to eat. edit in response to owner: thanks for replying quickly. This was at your store
on main. I got cookie dough chip. I didn't feel that the quality of the ice cream was up to the price point, and this

was compensated for with portion size. read more. For visitors of the restaurant, the catering service is also
available.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
ROOT BEER $4.0

Burger�
TORTOISE $6.0

Cookie�
CHOCOLATE CHIP

Ic� Crea�
COOKIE SUNDAE $7.0

Ho� drink�
TEA $2.0

Specialt� Drink�
PEACH

Ic� Crea� Sandwiche�
A COOKIE AN ICE CREAM $5.0

Shish�
MINT

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE $6.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

Desser�
COOKIES

BROWNIE

So� drink�
ORANGE JUICE $4.0

DIET COKE $2.0

Sweet� & Dessert�
BROWNIE SUNDAE $7.0

SUNDAE
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 02:00 -21:00
Wednesday 02:00 -21:00
Thursday 02:00 -21:00
Friday 02:00 -22:00
Saturday 12:00 -22:00
Sunday 12:00 -20:00
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